NBU CELL HELPS
HOMELESS

show them that Fascism is
not the monster they have
been brainwashed to believe.
At least I put a smile on the
faces of a few not so well off
in the name of the union, I
will not stop until my mission
is complete. HEIL BRITANIA.”

NEW
APPOINTMENTS
NBU SPANISH LIAISON
OFFICER

ISSUE 28
Sympathizer as I live here in
England. I've made a
friendship with one of your
members on Facebook
Messenger. He suggested
that I could be a Liaison
Officer for NBU. As I'm
bilingual in Both Spanish and
English, I thought it would be
a good idea. I'm very
honoured that you've offered
the position to me, as I can
help build up Britain as I'm
helping to build links with
Spain and Hispanic America.
I'm very Proud to be onboard
with such great people!
Hail Victory!
Face Towards The Sun!
Juan Zapata
NBU NEWFOUNDLAND
LIAISON OFFICER

While other groups waste
time and effort on useless
demo's NBU cells are out
in their communities
helping our people! From
giving out hot food, putting
out flyers to attending local
council meetings all spreading
I've been a paid up member
the truth of Fascism today.
of FE-JONS, Falange
Cell leader Kai reported;
Española de las JONS for two
“I wasn't the most popular
years now. Not a Full
today with the common
member, but as a
people of Doncaster trying to
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Cameron Manning is an
Education masters student,
but an ardent Newfoundland
nationalist. He has been
supporting this movement for
five years.
NBU REGIONAL OFFICER
YORKSHIRE

NBU OFFICE
NEEDS YOUR
HELP

secure the rent for the
office so we can carry
on the struggle.

As members will know
NBU has been under
constant attack since
forming in 2012. Our
enemies will not stop nor
must we! They have got
our paypal account
closed, the new donorbox
account shut down and
banks refusing to do
business with us. This has
interfered with the
running of NBU especially
the office rental. Of
course that is why they do
it!
The office is a great
success, it has allowed us
to increase membership
and propaganda, to hold
all NBU property, flags
posters banners
computers printers
literature etc in one safe
place.

I am a passionate,
determined person with
If we lose the office we
fascist values, I have been a lose the fight
member of the NBU for over a
year and it’s great to know
All members will have
there are more people with
received an email with a
the same values than you
standing order form
think!
attached, if you haven't
Together we can put the great please let us know.
back in Britain.
I would urge you to set
James Symonds
up a monthly debit of
ten pounds to help
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6. Men and women are
devastating impact of
MANIFESTO OF AN
fundamentally different.
Western Civilization, and may
INSPIRING FASCIST
Social engineering will not
well prove to be its Achilles
change that. What it can do, heel. The empathy that
Some people have accused
however, is lead to emotional women possess, if directed at
me of being a fascist. They
stress, confusion, neuroses, the stranger or outsider at
are wrong. I am an aspiring
alienation and societal
our gates, can lead to an
fascist. Don’t give me a Gold
dysfunction. More women
open borders mentality at the
Medal until I have crossed the
than men aspire to become political level. In the age of a
finish line. I have more to
nurses, animal vets, primary migration crisis whose
learn and digest before I am
school teachers — not
ultimate scope we cannot yet
ready to mount the podium.
because of 'social
imagine, this outlook can and
conditioning' or 'systemic
will lead to our erasure. It is
But I am almost there. I have
discrimination" but because doubtful that open borders
almost assimilated the full
they are invested with a
politicians like Obama or
fascist package. I am just a
maternal instinct.
Trudeau or Angela Merkel
few pieces short of finishing
could have been elected to
the puzzle. Here is what I've
7. The great majority of
office if women did not have
got so far. This is what I have
women, at least on a
the vote. The idea that
come to believe after a half
subconscious level, look to
women should guide our
century trek to the summit.
male "partners' for leadership. immigration policy is as
Much of modern female angst frightening as the notion that
1. Biology rules.
in Western societies is the
cat ladies be empowered to
result of a collision between run animal shelters at
2. Gender and race are not
their consciously held feminist taxpayer expense, or that
"social constructs".
ideological fixations and their animal rights activists replace
subconscious desire for male zookeepers with the authority
3. There is something called
leadership. The problem is
to open cages and inflict
human nature. We are not
not that they are partnered predatory beasts upon an
blank slates. We are pack
with 'bullies' and 'controllers', unsuspecting citizenry in the
animals. Hierarchy is
but with soy boy wimps who dead of night.
endemic, a necessary
seek to ingratiate themselves
trademark of pack animals.
to women by trying to be
9. Humans are irrational.
There will always be and
more feminist than feminists. Irrational beliefs in humans
always must be "leaders" and
To most women, there is
cannot be entirely extirpated
"followers".
nothing more contemptible from our nature. In other
and off-putting in a man than words, religion is here to stay.
4. Egalitarianism is a utopian
sycophancy and vacillation. Life is ugly and scary and
prescription which runs
They want to be heard and painful. False hope, denial,
counter to human nature.
they want to be consulted,
and ritual are natural pain
but women who are honest remedies. Religions are fair
5. Ideologically driven
with themselves also want
game. But it is futile and
experiments that substantially
leadership. They want
pointless to carry out attacks
conflict with human nature
decision. Hamlets NNA.
on people who adhere to silly,
must end in dystopian
illogical, or empirically
nightmares, or societal
8. Women's suffrage, on
unverifiable beliefs. In fact,
collapse.
balance, has had a
almost by definition beliefs
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are irrational. They rest on
metaphysical foundations.
Including atheism.
For the most part, people
who cling to mysticism are
only trying to get through the
night. Religion is an opiate, a
tool of pain management —
as well as for some, a
weapon of political
manipulation. Religion can
regulate behaviour to the
advantage of tyrants as well
as individuals. Dictators need
not invest so much in the
army or secret police if the
population can be made
compliant by control of
mechanisms internal to
individuals. As Seneca said,
“Religion is regarded by the
common people as true, by
the wise as false, and by
rulers as useful.”

if the individuals within it do holy text to abide by our
not sacrifice or surrender a constitution or Charter of
portion of their individualism Rights and Freedoms?
and identity to protect it.
Theoretically, ethnic
Failure to acknowledge group minorities of modest numbers
interests or group identity is, are ‘assimilable’, as they
in the context of a multiproved to be in the first
ethnic society or a world of century of Canadian
mass migration, tantamount Confederation. But when 15
to unilateral disarmament and or 20 per cent becomes 60 or
suicide. Jordan Peterson can 70 per cent who will be doing
reject his whiteness and self- the assimilating? Will nonidentify as an individual all he Europeans assimilate? Will
wants. But if he lived on a
Muslims assimilate? Will
farm in rural Zimbabwe or
Chinese monocultures
South Africa black tribalists assimilate? Will 50 chants of
would eat him for lunch.
“Diversity is Our Strength” a
Imagine if a British soldier
day ward off our
near the conclusion of the
replacement? Shall we
Battle of Isandlwana tore off perform Ghost Dances to oust
his uniform and begged for the invaders and restore our
mercy by proclaiming that he lands and culture? Will Jordan
was an individual. A Zulu
Peterson eventually have to
spear would be through his use Arabic or Mandarin
guts before his words got
pronouns to make himself
out.
understood?

However, delusions that are
collectively shared can bring Isn’t that what civic
11. Denial is an essential
societal benefits as well as
nationalism amounts to? A
psychological copying
costs. As Charles Murray
belief or a hope that “the
mechanism. If we were able
observed, falling church
Zulu” will adopt a Christian
to "take in" all the dangers
participation rates correlate concept of mercy and treat us that face us, our circuit
with rising crime rates,
fellow “individuals” when
breakers would pop. We
substance abuse and
demography puts them in the would be paralyzed with fear,
depression. More than
driver’s seat? A fantasy that or burn out. Finding
guidance, we need fellowship. Germany can turn Syrian
distractions is part of pain
People need people. Hermits Muslims into Germans when it management. That in fact is
are virtual mutants, an
can’t turn Greeks into
what they taught me in a Pain
extreme and maladaptive
Germans? A fatal fallacy and Management Workshop at the
exception to the rule. No man comforting assumption that hospital. If you can’t cure
is an island, and all of that. newcomers will shed their
chronic pain with medication,
tribalism like a rain jacket
you can at least to some
10. A civilization that is
when they come out of the extent train your brain to
founded on the primacy of
rain to warm themselves by ignore it.
the individual will perish in
the fire of Western hospitality,
the face of tribal predators — and don the sweater of our 12. Bernays was right.
uninhibited by individualism “values”, swearing upon a
Propaganda — group think —
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is necessary for a functional human groups. Functional
accomplished than others and
society. Pack animals — herd democracy then must consist therefore more worthy of
animals — social animals — of our ability, as citizens, to study. Every corner of the
have a deep psychological
choose among competing
human race may have
need to be part of a group, to elites. It does not and must something to contribute. That
be acknowledged by the
not mean the entertainment does not mean that all
group and to be accepted by of fanciful ideas that elites
contributions are equal…It is
the group. A well functioning must be abolished. Elitism is not necessarily a conspiracy
pack, like a hockey team,
the philosophy which
of silence that the historical
consists of "role" players. It is acknowledges that we are not record is so thin in detailing
when pack animals are
equally endowed with
women painters and writers
uncertain about their role, or intelligence, capability,
of the early Renaissance or
ranking in the pack, that they imagination, or creativity, and black nuclear physicists and
are most anxious and
that the minority who possess Hispanic political leaders of
stressed. Most modern
these attributes in abundance the early twentieth century.
neuroses, IMO, is the result ofmust be encouraged, not
Sometimes the record is thin
egalitarian ideologies like
discouraged, to succeed for because the accomplishments
feminism which persuade
OUR benefit as much as for were too." (cf. In Defence of
people that roles are either theirs. Egalitarianism is the Elitism, p.14)
too constrictive, unfair,
imposition of oppressive
unnecessary or arbitrary.
mediocrity. You cannot, as
15. As humans, we are not
Human groups, like ships, are Abraham Lincoln said, pull up designed, as Edmund Burke
not designed to be run like
the wage earner by pulling
said, to "love humanity all in
democracies. There can be
down the wage payer. By the one piece." We evolved in
only one captain to a ship.
same token, the weakest and groups of 50-150. As Robin
Sometimes ships are run by least capable of us cannot be Dunbar noted, we haven't the
Alpha females, but in the
helped by weakening the
psychological capacity to
absence of ideologically
strong or inhibiting the most really know or love more than
driven “employment equity” capable. We must not be
50 people. If hatred of the
dictates, the great majority crippled by a bizarre
stranger or outsider is
are run by men.
obligation to live our lives by pathological, there is nothing
mediocre standards for the more pathological than the
13. Democracy, as it is
sake of contrived equality or perverse love of the stranger
commonly understood, is not group solidarity.
at the expense of those close
the default position of human
at hand. A mother who would
arrangements. The reason for 14. Inequality is an eradicable choose another woman’s child
that is that democracies
fact of life. As William Henry to rescue from a burning
seldom work. When they do III put it, "Some people are building rather than her own
work, it is because its
better than others—smarter, is neither noble nor humane.
participants do not confuse harder working, more
She is mentally disturbed. For
democracy with
learned, more productive,
anyone to say that they "love"
egalitarianism. A viable
harder to replace. Some ideas all of humanity and regard all
democracy consists of
are better than others, some 7.6 billion human beings as
democrats who understand values more enduring, some family members is
that hierarchy is built into
works of art more universal. disingenuous at best, or at
human psychology and is the Some cultures, though we
worst, the deceitful
blueprint for functional
dare not say it, are more
proclamation of a pious fraud
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with a Jesus complex . We
was not clear to me from the
are a tribal species, and tribe message on what basis that
must come first. In-group
would be.
altruism is how we got here.
Apart from that, he said he
Out-group altruism is what
will kill us. In a nutshell, Tribe was well and seemed his
First, Screw "The Other". Or usual up-beat self.
perhaps, help "The Other"
Jez seems to have written to
where he lives, and only after many of us already to let us
our needs are met.
know his decision not to be
released in November under
HAVE YOUR SAY various restrictions, including
a curfew and having to wear
a tag, having decided instead
to serve out the remainder of
his sentence inside; which
should then mean a release
date of some time in May. I
think he has grown
accustomed to the prison
regime and feels it would be
be rather humiliating to have
the status of a common
criminal were he released
Dear All,
under these restrictions. I for
Jez left a message last night one can understand that.

There have been no protests
about these deaths, yet one
Saudi journalist is murdered
and almost everywhere is up
in arms! Is this one death
worth more than all those in
Yemen? I despair.
Granville V
Stone, Swanwick.

Over the centuries there
has been one group of
people and one nation
that has led the world
through so many things and
created so many things to
help the world. This nation
and empire is of course the
British nation and empire. We
built the first iron ships.
Dominated the waves.
Brought modern medicine to
the poorest regions brought
new ideas of trade. Brought
new wonders to the world
and yet no nation empire is as
to say that his cell has been Cordial regards,
slandered as the the British
raided by the police who have
Stead.
empire. Our ancestors fought
taken all his correspondence
and they were the victors.
and all his stationery and
Why is one death worth But now today we are told we
stamps; so at present he is
more than 10,000?
are the oppressors we are the
not able to reply to anyone,
ones who did wrong we
which I am sure he would
should be ashamed, this is
Over the past three year
wish me to apologize for. I
what we are told by the left
there have been at least
assume this confiscation is
and the elite but as I am sure
10,000 civilian deaths and
temporary, but one never
knows. It seems the raid was 40,000 casualties in the war you have all heard the line
from the song of Britain
in Yemen.
caused by his receiving a
awake we will be victors of
copy of Heritage and Destiny, This is a war sponsored by
tomorrow who are the victims
Saudi
Arabia
whose
air
force
as one is not allowed political
magazines, and he has been has caused about two-thirds of today. And that is true we
will be the victors we will beat
of these deaths. Saudi
put on "basic", whereas he
was formerly on "enhanced". Arabia's forces are provided back the hordes that destroy
our values and loves and
He did say that he wonders with much of their
traditions we will fight back as
whether he will be arrested as armaments by Western
our ancestors did before us,
soon as he is released, but it powers, including the UK.
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we will do it we can do it and aged Muslim men queuing up slaughter by Muslims had
we will not see the crisis they to rape a 12 year old girl,
never abated and never
see as progress sweep across thousands and thousands of showed signs of slowing
our beloved Britain as we are young underage white girls down. They have murdered
ones who have done right we violently raped at the hands their way around the middle
are the ones who fight back of men they trusted and
east and murdered their way
and it is time now to fight
thought were friends.. so
into Europe from where they
back against the forces of the these things made us look
were eventually driven back
elite and Marxists and a new into the history of Islam, the to the sand. But their advance
dawn shall come and the only background to this ideology, continued with their prophets
way we can do this is to fight from its roots to present
narrative ringing in their ears
back and you can through the times.. and what do we find ? that the world must be made
New British Union and fascismIs it something about British Muslim. Islam spread like a
shall be our saviour as we can culture that makes these
disease through that part of
create something new we can people do what they do ? Is it the world and beyond
and we will because I will say something that's happened or consuming by settlement,
this once more we are the
is happening that turns
violence, domination then
ones who fight we are the
Muslims into heartless rabid mass murder and rape. Their
ones who will be the victors dogs ? And the answers no to leaders preached murder and
of tomorrow.
those questions, it's nothing hatred towards the West
to do with any of those
often quoting chapters from
DS
things, it is a generic issue, the Qur'an by way of
it's something in their DNA, justification and
Islam was allegedly formed encouragement. But as the
Some moderate people
back in the 600's by
western world had industrial
might say why are you
messages
from
God
to
revolution after revolution
guys always hating on
somebody they call the
followed by technology Islam
these Muslims, surely
they're not all bad ? To this prophet Muhammad, he was and the middle east got left
behind preferring to dwell in
my reply would be as follows, a mass murderer and child
we never chose to hate these rapist among other things, so the ancient times, shunning
people, never forget that, we not a good start to this new progress and evolution,
ideology, God could have
ignoring formal education and
didn't put our hand into a
picked better. Anyway on the industry, just putting all their
mixed bag of the world's
efforts into destruction of rival
religions and ideologies and very day Mohummad died
Muslims went to war with
tribes to rival nations.
pick out the ball marked
Because of this women were
Islam. Islam made us hate it, each other, Sunni against
Shia,
and
started
killing
in
viewed as nothing more than
it forced us to hate it. It
slaves and slavery was an
committed unspeakable acts great numbers, they
collectively also slaughtered industry Islam did excell at.
of savagery on innocent
Jews and Christians wherever So Islam's activities regarding
members of the public,
they found them, beheading waging war on the West were
Manchester bombing,
curtailed because of the
Westminster bridge murders, being a favoured form of
wests military might as
Lea Rigsby etc... it started a killing, so the Muslim
proven in Iraq, Afghanistan
campaign of mass brutal rape bloodlust had begun. To
condense
this
it's
suffice
to
etc.. so Muslims undeterred
and torture around the
say this practice of wholesale waged a terrorist campaign,
country, dozens of middle
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How many English folk in the
often striking at civilian
that my friends.
1950s would have complained
targets. In recent years they - Jimmy Page
if our Secret Service had gone
have developed a new but
to the Soviet Union and
very old war concept, the
Skripal was a traitor, so
Trojan horse plan, as civil war why all the fuss?
rages in Syria young men
executed any of the UK
from all over the middle East
take the opportunity to flood According to scientists when academics, Maclean, Burgess,
Philby, Blunt and Cairncross
to the West in their millions homo sapiens came out of
who spied for Russia? The
Africa and spread out, we
crying refugee refugee, as
KGB would not have been
the gullible West let's them in formed tribal groups of
surprised and we would have
around 100.
just like the Christians of
cheered.
Palestine once did. Now here
Thousands of years later
and numbers growing the
I reckon that if it was Russian
these tribes melded with
demands have started, the
agents who attacked him, and
other tribes and formed
cries of islamaphobia is
the evidence is flimsy, to say
shouted as they murder and nations.
the least, they would have
rape the citizens of the
As these nations grew they done a much neater job.
countries that gave them
shelter. This people is history became countries with
If any English folk reckon that
governments, armies and
repeating itself for the
social structures. They faced our Secret Service don't go
thousandth time. The
around killing people they
hypocrisy of a sick ideology other countries and often
should read the letter sent by
that flies a false flag claiming argued over expanding for
to be exactly the opposite to living space or stealing goods, David Cameron when he was
Prime Minister telling how
what it actually is, the religion slaves or women.
MI5 agents had permission to
of peace. Do the men who
take part in "murder, torture
rape our young girls claim to These activities led to war
and assault on British soil
be followers of the religion of and war led to the use of
spies, which carries on to this without fear of prosecution".
peace ? Yes they do. How
day. All countries, including
about the 2 animals that
Granville Stone, Swanwick.
hacked Lee Rigsbys head off ?the UK, use spies on their
Yes they were. How about the enemies and allies.
piece of shit that blew the
children up attending a pop The Russian, Sergei Skripal,
concert ? Yep him to, they are spied on his homeland. He
all from the religion of peace, was a traitor to his
motherland which had given
all the rapists, murderers,
terrorists, all from the religion him a good education, a wellpaid job and so on. So it
of peace. So is our hate of
would seem that President
this monstrous ideology
Vladimir Putin is justified in
unfounded ? As they try to
dominate, impose their will, calling him a "traitorous
their beliefs on us with acts of scumbag" and to send agents
to kill him!
violence is our hatred
unjustified ? You can answer
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EUROPE
the nation with deep abiding bureaucratic nightmare of the
The disarray that grips our
questions that it find that it European project. As fascists
nation today over the
European question is nothing can not answer. Our nation we must believe that our
nation is great and as it is
short of treason. The leaders stands on the brink of
of our government sitting in calamity because the peoples great then we must for the
sake of our children believe
their ivory towers telling us and their voices have been
ignored
by
those
we
have
that we have a destiny to for
who voted to leave how
appointed to sit in judgment fill that is not dictated to by
Brexit is going to work are
guilty of nothing more than over us. Our nation faces a an unelected government in a
foreign land. My brothers and
treason against the people of hard boarder in Ireland
sisters this nation has fought
this great nation. Two years something that has been
forced
upon
us
by
the
for its freedom in many great
ago this nation took to the
polls in what would become European Union and accepted conflicts we have paid the
price in human lives to
the biggest vote in the history by our government,
something
that
we
should
preserve our nation as a free
of our nation. More people
make very clear to the
independent nation amongst
turned out to vote in the
referendum on the European European Union that if ever the nations of the world and
question than in any previous such a thing was to happen we have prided ourselves on
vote our nation had held, the then we would be forced to our nations brilliance and its
take military action to reverse Empire that civilised the
result was that 17 million
people expressed their desire such a thing. We have been world, that brought roads and
schools and health care to
for our nation to forge ahead betrayed we have been
forgotten
and
let
down,
we
millions who would otherwise
with a future that was
have had nothing. Our Empire
independent of the European have been stabbed in the
Union. However today we find back and now our exit stands that stretched so far and wide
ourselves two years down the in jeopardy and so does our that the sun never set upon
it, This is our past and our
road and no closer to leaving democratic form of
government
in
short
this
future is we hare brave
the European Union than
when we started. The people nation inches its way towards enough to secure it by leaving
the European Union. Today
asked to leave, leave with our civil conflict because our
voices
have
been
ignored.
we face the possibility of
pride intact and our nation
being conquered by a foreign
ready for the future and its
place in the world secured by What is left for us to do we government for the first time
may ask? We have been
in over a hundred years and
the vote. Today we as a
all this without a shot being
nation are deeply divided over stabbed in the back and
betrayed
but
we
must
press
fired, without any war, this is
this question and divided by
the designs of those that sit forward with our leaving the how sinister they are, they
European Union. Our leaving conquer a people by crushing
in the seats of power over
is nothing more than a
their spirit and their resolve
this people. The public
so that all that is left is the
entrusted our negotiated exit national emergency, it is
from the European Union to nothing short of a must do for husk of a once great people
those that claim to represent our nation. We must leave for to be subjugated and
us, but today they have soled our nation and its people to assimilated in to a
our nation out and have left stand as an independent free homogonous mess called the
country, free from the
European Union.
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We need to believe that our
nation is great that our
peoples vote in that
referendum was meaningful
and right. We are great, lets
not forget how great we are.
If our future is in doubt and
our nation hurt we must

gained by force then so be it
because nothing great is ever
gained without force of will
and arms. I believe
passionately that this country
can and will thrive outside of
the European Union, our
history shows us that we can

https://newbritishunio
n.co.uk/nbustore.html#!/products
/donate

https://newbritishunio
replace the government that and I believe that we can be n.co.uk/nbuwe have today who find
great again. I think those how store.html#!/products
themselves impotent and
stand in power over us today /donate
unable to govern and
have forgotten just how great
incapable of listening to its
we can be and how much
people. We are
they need us more than we
revolutionaries after all are
need them. Let us brace
we not? We believe in the
ourselves for the fight to
fascist state that it is our
come, because it will come
future destiny. However this and as Blackshirts and fascists
future destiny can not be
we must be prepared and
gained unless we leave the ready to drag this country
European Union on our terms into the future and out of the
and on the terms the British hands of the failed European
https://newbritishunio
people voted for.
project.
n.co.uk/nbustore.html#!/products
I believe that we owe it to ourTom Mitford
/donate
children to forge ahead with
this exit and if it needs to be
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8 March 1945.

Cameron Highlanders, killed
in action Tunisia, age 22.
BLACKSHIRTS WHO Clement Bruning, died in a
Leytonstone British Union. 24
GAVE THEIR LIVES FOR German Concentration Camp,
April 1943.
Cracow, Poland, age 31.
BRITAIN IN THE
SECOND WORLD WAR British Union NHQ Speaker. David George Fairey, RAF VR,
17 August 1942
Warrant Officer, 212
Squadron, killed in flying
Ronald Bucknell, Sergeant,
Lionel Aitken, Squadron
RAF VR 83 Squadron, killed in operations Cochin, India, age
Leader, RAF 59 Squadron,
23. Leytonstone British Union.
action in Berlin operations,
killed in flying operations,
27 June 1944.
age 24. Croydon British
Dunkirk. British Union “I”
Union. 15 November 1940.
Robert L J Fitch, DFC,
Squad. 7 July 1941.
William George Austin,
Sergeant, 1st Battalion King’s
Royal Rifle Corps, killed in
action Tunis, age 26.
Liverpool British Union. 10
May 1943.
Francis Ayres, Private, 6th
Battalion Green Howards,
killed in action France, age
20. Limehouse British Union.
25 May 1940.
Jack P L Bangs, Lieutenant,
Royal Sussex Regiment, killed
Dennis F Burtenshaw, Flight Squadron Leader, RAF VR,
in action Belgium, age 20.
Sergeant, RAF VR, 156
killed in flying ops, age 26,
Brighton British Union, 3
Squadron, killed in flying
Clapham British Union. 21
November 1944.
operations Berlin, age 20,
May 1945.
Arthur A J Brewer, Corporal, Brighton British Union. 3
James Fogg, Private, 1st
2nd Battalion Black Watch,
January 1944.
Battalion East Lancashire
killed in action Burma, age
Donald S Chambers,
Regiment, killed in action
23, Dorset West British Union.
Sergeant, RAF VR, Air Gunner, Germany, age 26. British
5 April 1944.
419 (RCAF) Squadron, age
Union. 11 February 1945.
George Brocking, RAF
24, British Union Drum Corps Robert H Franklin, Squadron
Volunteer Air Gunner, No. 9 and Regulation 18B detainee.
Leader, RAF 115 Squadron,
Squadron, killed in action
18 June 1943.
missing on Wilhelmhaven
attacking the German Fleet at
Ken Day, RAF, Volunteer Air operation, age 28. Epping
the mouth of the Kiel Canal,
Gunner, No. 9 Squadron,
British Union. 16 October
age 22. Clapham British
killed in action attacking the 1944.
Union. 4 September 1939.
German Fleet at the mouth of Tom Freeman-Mitford, Major,
Cecil G Brooker, Gunner, 90 the Kiel Canal, age 20.
Kings Royal Rifle Corps, killed
Field Regiment Royal Artillery, Southend British Union. 4
in action Burma, age 36. NHQ
died on PoW long march Italy, September 1939.
member of British Union. 30
age 24. Exeter British Union
Philip East, Lieutenant, 5th
March 1945.
and Regulation 18B Detainee.
Battalion Queen’s Own
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Basil Gill, Sergeant, RAF VR, Pilot Officer RAF VR, 617
Normandy, age 27. Liverpool
killed in flying operations, age Squadron, killed in action overBritish Union. 19 July 1944.
22, Leeds British Union and Kembs Dam, age 21. Leeds Eric Alexander Raven
Regulation 18B Detainee. 28 British Union Cadet,. 2
Thomson, Sergeant, Pilot,
May 1943.
October 1944.
RAF VR. 149 Squadron, killed
John H Gillies, Warrant
Albert D Mallinder, Corporal,
Officer, RAF VR, 511
2nd Battalion Queen’s Royal
Squadron, age 26.
Regiment (West Surrey),
Leytonstone British Union. 30 killed in action Anzio, age 28.
November 1943.
North-East Bethnal Green
British Union, 22 February
Peter A J Grant, Sergeant,
RAF VR, 102 Squadron, killed 1944.
in action Mannheim
operation, age 22. Ealing
British Union. 6 December
1944.

in action Mannheim air
operation, age 20. NHQ
member of British Union. 5
August 1941.
Michael Walsh, Sergeant, RAF
VR. 156 Squadron, killed in
flying operations, age 23.
Limehouse British Union. 29
July 1942.

John Basil Mays, Sapper,
Royal Engineers, despatch
rider, killed RAF Hemswell,
Geoffrey Warnes, DSO, DFC,
age 25, West Leeds British
Squadron Leader, RAF VR,
Charles Greenwood, Captain, Union, 26 July 1940.
263 Squadron, missing in
8th Battalion Parachute
George W ‘Jock’ Morgan, A/B, operations off Guernsey,
Regiment, Army Air Corps,
Royal Navy, lost on HMS
Leeds British Union, 22
killed in action D-Day, age 29. Repulse sunk off Malaysia,
February 1944.
Acting District Leader Enfield age 23, Limehouse and
Cyril Watson, A/B, Royal Navy,
British Union, 7 June 1944. North-East Bethnal Green
killed in action aboard HMS
Thomas E Hastings, RAF VR, British Union, Speaker’s
Hardy off Narvik, Norway, age
Warrant.
10
December
1941.
7 Squadron, killed in action,
21. Central Leeds British
age 31. Newcastle British
Union. 31 March 1943.

Bernard ‘Paddy’ Mullan, Lance Union, 10 April 1940.
Corporal, Corps of Military
Albert Edward White,
Police, killed in action Libya, Lieutenant, RNVR, killed in
Robert Irvine, Private, 1/5
Battalion Queens Royal (West British Union “I” Squad. 12
action aboard HM Trawler
June
1942.
Surrey) Regiment, killed in
Northern Rover, age 36.
action in France, age 21.
Ernest William Raxworthy,
Leicester British Union. 5
Shoreditch British Union. 28 Sergeant, Reconnaissance
November 1939.
May 1940.
Corps, R.A.C., 3rd (8th Bn.
Frederick A W Willis, Flight
The
Royal
Northumberland
Felix R F Jones, Captain, 6th
Sergeant, RAF VR, 75
Fusiliers) Regt, killed in action (RNZAF) Squadron, killed in
Battalion 14th Punjab
Germany, age 25, Edmonton action Friesian Islands air
Regiment, killed in action
British Union, 28 March 1945. operation, Streatham British
Malaya, age 22. Norwood
British Union. 11 February
1942.

Vivian A W Rosewarne, Flight Union. 3 March 1943.
Officer, RAF, 38 Squadron,
Frederick J Yeatman, Staff
killed
in
action
off
Dunkirk,
William F Limb, Private, Royal
Sergeant, Glider Pilot
age
24,
Wimbledon
British
Electrical and Mechanical
Regiment, Army Air Corps,
Union, 30 May 1940.
Engineers, killed in action
1st Wing, killed in action
France, Norwood British
William Newby Thomson,
Arnhem, age 28. Exeter
Union, 27 October 1944.
Sergeant, Royal Army Medical British Union, 24
September 1944.
Richard Dennis Lucan, DFM, Corps, 7th Field Dressing
Station, killed in action
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NEW BRITISH
UNION..NEW
STRUCTURES

NBU OFFICE

SCOTLAND

Gary Raikes
Leader of New British Union

Samantha Curtis
Our Regional and National
Officers have been
New British Union Secretary
restructured to be more in
John Forrester
line with the map used on our
JOIN page
Head of Security
All Officers sit on the Fascist
Advisory Council

NATIONAL OFFICER

Terry Martin

Richard Payne
NATIONAL OFFICER
WALES
Dafydd Lowe

Public Relations
REGIONAL OFFICERS
ENGLAND

NATIONAL YOUTH CORP
LEADER
Louie Kingsbury

Alex Agnew
North-West

INTERNATIONAL LIAISON
OFFICERS

John Forrester
East Midlands

Vassilis Spiliopolous
Liaison Officer Greece

Claire Ambler
East

Jakub Barna
Liaison Officer Germany

Paul Young
West Midlands

David Clarke
Liaison Officer Canada

All our liaison officers are
members of the new council
of comrades under the
chairmanship of Robert
Clayton

Ken Kearsey
South

Robert Clayton
Liaison Officer America

Ken Kingsbury
South-West

Cameron Manning
Liaison Officer Newfoundland

James Symonds
Yorkshire
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